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We’re in the
final stretch of
editing and
website
creation for
the Sidewalk
Counseling
Masterclass!

Updates from the ERI Office
by Josh Brahm

SIDEWALK COUNSELING COURSE
Our team is making a ton of progress on
finishing this course! We’ve finally named the
course: Sidewalk Counseling MasterClass: How
to Save Babies and Help Families in Front of
Abortion Facilities. We think this name is
appropriate because like other master classes,
you will spend most of this course getting indepth training from a single expert, Jacob Nels,
on the techniques he has used to save over 60
lives in front of abortion clinics. This course is
very practical. Among other things, Jacob will
teach you:
Two different approaches to sidewalk
counseling;
How to research local abortion clinics;
How to establish strong relationships with
local pregnancy resource centers with
special guest Kristi Burkhart, Executive
Director, Fresno Pregnancy Care Center;
What makes a pro-life sign either effective
or ineffective outside abortion facilities;
How to exercise diplomacy with the other
pro-life factions in front of the clinic;
Effective techniques for shutting down
abortion facilities with special guest
David Bereit!
How to start conversations with abortionminded people;
How to talk with clinic escorts and workers;
How to talk with the police;
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How to process failures;

sometimes it is necessary to have a more

And more!

advanced conversation than we teach in the
original version and in these videos, we will
show you how!

Our video editor has 2-3 weeks of work to do
to get us a draft to review and make final
tweaks to. We’ve been writing several articles
on the subject and are planning on doing a live
webinar before the launch as well. We’re
preparing to shoot footage for a trailer. All in
all, we want to launch as soon as possible, but
we also want to launch this course more
effectively than we did the Equipped for Life
Course, so we've been learning about that and
creating action items and getting them done.

ADDING SIX NEW ADVANCED
APOLOGETICS VIDEOS
Our philosophy team has been diligently
working behind the scenes for the past four
years on an advanced philosophical argument
that defends the personhood of the unborn.
Finally, this Summer we will be ready to film this
material in our new video studio! We are calling
this The Equal Rights Argument 2.0 because it
uses the same framework as the original, but it
dives to a deeper philosophical place. The
Equal Rights Argument has been the most
persuasive argument we have ever used on
college campuses to talk about the dignity of
all people, including the unborn. In these
upcoming videos, we will explain why

Andrew and Rachel are currently working
through the final stages of the video scripts in
preparation for the video shoot. They couldn’t
be more excited to finish the project which Tim
began researching, developing, and writing
even before the first videos of the Equipped for
Life Course were filmed. This material is heavily
inspired by Dr. Russell Disilvestro in his book
Human Capacities and Moral Status and has
been modified to defend the pro-life position in
conversations that really get into the weeds
when you’re trying to answer the question,
“What is the thing that makes us persons?” and
also the natural question that follows in
abortion conversations, “Do embryos have that
thing too?”

ANNOUNCING TIMOTHY
BRAHM’S RESIGNATION
It is with a heavy heart that I announce the
resignation of Timothy Brahm as Director of
Training, which became effective on May 3rd,
2019. Tim feels that God is leading him
somewhere else, and we wish him the very
best.
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Having co-founded ERI with me, Tim did
amazing and breakthrough things for the prolife movement, and Tim was integral to the
successes ERI shared. Tim is leaving ERI, but
everyone agrees that his imprint won’t leave

of philosophers several years ago, diversifying
the group by hiring Rachel
Crawford and Andrew Kaake are two of the
best decisions we’ve made since we launched
ERI. They are ridiculously smart and will

Three pro-choice students and one student
who hadn't made up his mind about the issue
yet stuck around and asked me questions for
THREE HOURS!!! They skipped classes and
lunch for this. It was wonderful. That discussion

the organization. Tim should be proud of what
he accomplished at ERI. He co-founded a great
pro-life organization with some of the best prolife writing and philosophical work in the entire
movement, and none of that goes away just
because he’s not working in the office. Even the
ideas that Tim was still in process on with the
rest of our Philosophy Team are things that will
continue to be developed.

continue to see problems and work on
solutions in the same way we always have. If
you love the philosophical work we do, none of
that is going away. Rachel Crawford is taking
over leadership of the Philosophy Team, and it’s
been incredible to see her rise to the challenge.

got a lot more philosophical and we had a
wonderful conversation.

On behalf of myself, our board, and our staff, I
wish Tim the very best in his new endeavors.

I greatly look forward to seeing how God
continues to work through this organization as
we grow our staff and expand our projects.

A GREAT DIALOGUE
I had a fantastic time speaking at Charlotte
Catholic High School this month! The faculty
were very warm and about 150 students filled
the chapel. I welcomed the pro-choice students
who chose to come, as attendance to this talk

While Tim’s contributions will be missed, ERI
will continue to be a strong organization for the
future. From a desire to develop a strong team

wasn't obligatory, and then explained the Equal
Rights Argument before taking questions for
about 40 minutes. There was a great discussion,
and then most of the students were dismissed
but told that they'd be allowed to stay and ask
more questions if they wanted to.

My favorite moment was when a guy I'll call
"Carl" admitted that he only came to my talk
with "malicious intent." (HIS WORDS!!) He told
his teacher that he was planning on "tearing
that guy to shreds." But he was so disarmed by
the difference between me and the obnoxious
pro-life speaker he was expecting me to be, he
didn't even ask questions during the public
Q&A, and he and the other pro-choice students
were super respectful in the questions they
asked after everyone else left. Carl left that
afternoon thanking me for "partially changing
his mind.”

Personal Note to Andrew’s Friends and Supporters
Hello everyone! It feels like not much has
changed for me since the last newsletter. That
might sound funny, since I live with a constantly
changing baby, but her changes are now part of
what's normal. Noa's sitting up, eating solid
foods, and, best of all, laughing. She is a
constant reminder that life is good and
valuable. Also, she has more than once been

Of course, working against limited time isn't
just a fun feature of writing multiple things.
Noa's more and more active and never napped
particularly well, so getting anything done while
taking care of her is hit or miss. If you told me
in college that, five years later, I would be
waking up in the five o'clock hour and going to
bed by ten, I'd have laughed at you. Babies

the cause of conversations with total strangers,
generally beginning with either "those eyes!"
or "those cheeks!"

change things. I always want to try and do or
learn new things (the latest project is Japanese,
not for any lofty goal but so I can play foreignlanguage video games and understand what
I'm doing), but I'm more aware of the
limitations on what I can do; in order to add
something, I need to cut something else. I
suppose the best way I'm learning to recover
time is by listening to Caitlin and keeping my
phone in my pocket (my phone tells me how

If you haven't seen me writing on the blog in a
while, it's because I'm doing some behind the
scenes writing and editing for a bigger project
that will hopefully be coming to completion in
the not-too-distant future! It's heavily
philosophical (for me, heavily philosophical =
fun), but it's also pushing me to refine some
skills I haven't used in a few years. If you like
reading my articles, not to worry, I have
multiple blog posts in the works as well; I just
need to find the time to finish writing them.
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many hours I use it, and it's scary). At any rate,
thanks for taking the time to read about what
I've been doing!
~ Andrew
WWW.EQUALRIGHTSINSTITUTE.COM

